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Can I improve this title with an 
army of AI Agents?
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1. Engineer 
writes the 
code to 
analyze the 
kws

2. SEO, based 
on the 
analysis 
prepares 
the 
proposals

4. Content 
Editor asks 
to expand 
the 
analysis

3. I suggest 
to dig 
deeper

5. Engineer, 
extracts 
more kws

5. SEO, 
provides 
more 
options

6. I choose 
and Critic 
agrees 
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AI NEEDS 
SEMANTIC DATA

www.smxl.it@cyberandywww.smxl.it



@cyberandy
@CYBERANDY 

…I am an SEO

www.smxl.it
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@WORDLIFTIT 

…I am a CEO

www.smxl.it



We Are
a Generative AI platform that 
helps companies increase 
revenues and audience 
engagement by automating SEO 
and digital marketing tasks.



Unexpectedly 
fun!

Rome - June 2023



You are all 
invited!
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…I am a tool maker

🥨 VERY HAPPY TO BE WITH ALL OF YOU TODAY 🥨

www.smxl.it
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AUTONOMOUS 
AI AGENTS 

for SEO

● AGENDA
○ Anatomy - How to build 

them
○ Demos - How to use them

■ a Graph RAG agent 
■ an agent for entity analysis 

and content revamps 
■ the ontology of the 

Trachten jackets and how 
to describe them

■ a Multi-agent 

● LESSONS LEARNED

www.smxl.it
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SEO 

Renaissance

www.smxl.it
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SEO 

Disruption

In a post-ChatGPT society

or…

www.smxl.it
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Let’s begin…
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AI History

One Slide

www.smxl.it
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“A portrait of Charles Sanders Peirce by Raphale Sanzio --v 5” 

DEDUCTION

INDUCTION

ABDUCTION

www.smxl.it
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“A portrait of Charles Sanders Peirce by Raphale Sanzio --v 5” 

www.smxl.it

DEDUCTION

INDUCTION

ABDUCTION

Symbolic AI (KG, Sem Web)

Hybrid AI (KG, Sem Web + LLMs)

Deep Learning (LLMs)
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“a portrait of of Charles Sanders Peirce by Raphale Sanzio ::chiaroscuro 
::dramatic he thinks of Symbolic AI and deep learning --v 5” “[a]bduction is the 

process of forming 
explanatory 
hypotheses. It is the 
only logical operation 
which introduces any 
new idea.”
      Charles Sanders Peirce

www.smxl.it @cyberandywww.smxl.it
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Is it safe?



“https://s.mj.run/1jZOgozLRZg a drawing by Leonard Da Vinci, a study, portrait, 
scientific --v 5” 

They create nothing; 
they may make 
syntactic connections 
that are surprising, but 
they generate no new 
semantics.

By design, all 
transformers 
hallucinate to one 
degree or another.

“

Grady Booch
”

“

”
www.smxl.it



Life or Death: AI-Generated 
Mushroom Foraging Books Are 
All Over Amazon; Experts are 
worried that books produced by 
ChatGPT for sale on Amazon, 
which target beginner foragers, 
could end up killing someone.

“

”
SnoozeDoggyDog
r/singularity

ALL FUNGI ARE 
EDIBLE. 

SOME FUNGI ARE ONLY 
EDIBLE ONCE.

 

Terry Pratchett

https://www.reddit.com/user/SnoozeDoggyDog/
https://www.reddit.com/r/singularity/


“a dramatic painting in the style of Kelly McKernan representing a 
large number of caged canaries (birds) that miners carry down into a 
dark mine tunnels with them, some canaries are dead, lack of oxygen 
--v 5.2 --ar 1:1” 

I can pay my rent 
with just one cover, 
and we’re seeing 
that already 
disappearing [...]

We’re just the 
canaries in the coal 
mine.

“

”
Kelly McKernan

(an indipendent artist 
From Nashville, Tennessee - USA)

https://www.kellymckernan.com/about
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I HAVE NO CONSENT



“a dramatic painting of Johannes Vermeer representing a large number 
of caged canaries (birds) that miners carry down into a dark mine 
tunnels with them, some canaries are dead, lack of oxygen --v 5.2 --ar 
1:1” 

I can pay my rent 
with just one cover, 
and we’re seeing 
that already 
disappearing [...]

We’re just the 
canaries in the coal 
mine.

“

”
Kelly McKernan

(an indipendent artist 
From Nashville, Tennessee - USA)

https://www.kellymckernan.com/about
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RISKS STRATEGIES

Hallucinations

Biases

Consent

Security

Explain

Educate

Audit / Measure

Validate



“https://s.mj.run/X-nmL0QWv6E a drawing by ::Leonard Da Vinci, a 
study, portrait, ::scientific --v 5.2” 

GPT models are actually 
reasoning engines 
not knowledge 
databases.

Sam Altman

Knowledge databases 
are as important to AI 
progress as 
foundational models.

“

”

https://s.mj.run/X-nmL0QWv6E
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Anatomy
How to Build 
Them

www.smxl.it
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AGENT

ENVIRONMENT

PERCEPTION

BRAIN

ACTION

Do you think 
we can rank 
higher?

Here are the 
suggestions 
to rank 
higher: …

🧠🤖🧐

INPUTS

…

TEXT TOOLS
APIsNLG

MEMORY KG

PLANNING

STORAGE KNOWLEDGE

inspired by “The Rise and 
Potential of Large Language Model 
Based Agents: A Survey”  on arXiv

www.smxl.it

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.11432.pdf
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Experiment #1

A Graph RAG for Content Creation 
(G-Retrieval Augmented Generation)

www.smxl.it
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What is Graph Retrieval-Augmented Generation 
(G-RAG)?

Retrieval-Augmented Generation is a 
technique to combine a retriever and 
a generator. 

We use RAG to enhance the 
performance of Large Language 
Models (LLMs) by making them more 
context-aware and capable of 
generating more accurate and 
relevant responses. 

Knowledge

Graph

Relevant 
Context

Large 
Language 
Model

QUERY

RESPONSE



Vector 
Database

Ingestion Querying

INDEX CHUNKS LLM

The G-RAG Stack is powered by Structured Data

KNOWLEDGE 
GRAPH

WORDLIFT 
READER

schema:Article
schema:headline
schema:datePublished
schema:url
schema:mentions
wl:body

www.smxl.it
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Can you draw 
me a Mind Map?
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Knowledge in-context



Graph-based 
Retriever-Augmented 
Generation (RAG) models 
combine the best of both 
worlds, marrying 
Knowledge Graphs and 
LLMs into a hybrid 
intelligence system 
capable of both agile and 
calculated thinking.

Tony Seale - KG Engineer UBS

Human in the loop

🤖��
www.smxl.it



‘Who is the Lord Mayor of Milan?’

On performance and computational costs
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Prompt
Engineering

Fine-tuning
Focused on domain 

knowledge

Graph RAG
Retrieval Augmented 

Generation

What about TOV?

Validation
Rules to spot 
and fix issues

SEMANTIC DATA + FINE-TUNING = TOV

www.smxl.it



Fine-tuning
GPT 3.5/4 

for
SEO
[FREE CODE] 

wor.ai/fine-tuning-gpt-3-5



Do Androids Dream of 
Multiple Graphs? 🔮
One Agent, two Graphs and 
why above all we need a Graph



Ingestion Querying

The G-RAG is powered by Structured Data from 2 sites

schema:Article
"Use this to find 
information about 
content written 
by the WordLift 

team"

schema:Article
"Use this to find 
information about 
content written by 
Teodora Petkova"

INDICES COMPOSABLE
GRAPH

LLMKNOWLEDGE 
GRAPHS

WORDLIFT 
READER

CHUNKS

wordlift.io

teodorapetkova.com

"All content 
about both 

WordLift and 
Teodora"

www.smxl.it
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Experiment #2

An AI Agent to find content gaps 
and do a content revamp

www.smxl.it
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AGENT

MEMORY

SHORT-TERM
MEMORY

LONG-TERM
MEMORY (KG)

TOOLS

ACTION

PLANNING

OBSERVATION

SELF-CRITICS

CHAIN OF 
THOUGHTS

SUB-GOAL
DECOMPOSITION

SEARCH()

CALCULATOR()

WL Content 
Analysis

WL Content
Expansion

Build an agent and use your favorite APIs

www.smxl.it
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Find the entity gap, help me rank higher



Context and personas

Task Description

Sub-task  1

Sub-task 2

As the SEO Manager for Merkur.de…

 your primary goal is to improve our search ranking and 
increase user engagement

Analyze the entities behind the query ‘oktoberfest 2023'

Analyze the entities behind our competitor's website, 
https://www.oktoberfest.de/

Based on your analysis of the competitor, conduct a similar for 
https://www.merkur.de/lokales/muenchen/oktoberfest/Sub-task  3

Please provide a list of missing entities on 
https://www.merkur.de/lokales/muenchen/oktoberfest/ for 
improving our performance during the upcoming event. 
Highlight the entities that are particularly relevant for the 
event.

Sub-task 4

Ensure that all analysis complies with data privacy 
regulations.

Stay 
Compliant

Actions
Output

(Fine-Tuned) 
LLM

Input

Prompt
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Now, using the missing entities, expand the content 



@cyberandy

Experiment #3

Content Generation 
at Scale

www.smxl.it



PRODUCT LISTING PAGES 
WITHOUT AN INTRO

AFTERBEFORE

PRODUCT LISTING PAGES 
WITH AN INTRO

Krüger, the brand synonymous with quality and 
tradition, offers a collection of alpine jackets that exude 
Alpine charm. The German label's commitment to 
handcrafted excellence is evident in its Dirndl fashion, 
which includes tailored-suit designs and dinner jackets. 
Look out for pieces featuring traditional Bavarian 
embroidery and details such as the high-collar design. 
Explore our selection of Krüger clothing for more 
Alpine-inspired pieces.



SEO
Idea

Review / 
Improve

KG/
Prompt

03 

01 02 

● +43% on clicks
● ≈ +30% on the sales

www.smxl.it
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Transfer 
Learning

www.smxl.it
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FINE-TUNING

“a drawing by Leonard Da Vinci representing a baby representing fine-tuning 
::chiaroscuro --v 5” 

www.smxl.it
www.smxl.it
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Trachten Jacket Ontology

How I Learned to Stop Worrying 
and…Love the Ontology

“the woman trachten jacket ontology: a drawing by Leonard Da Vinci --v 5.2” 



Eyewear Ontology (EWO)

Yes, when done for real they do 
get more messy.

“the eyeware ontology: a drawing by Leonard Da Vinci --v 5” 
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Data Query
Using GraphQL
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Data Query
Using GraphQL
Prompt
Engineering

Entity data is fetched from the KG 
(schema:Brand)



PROMPTING IS A 
FRAGILE 
PROCEDURE 
WHERE MINOR 
CHANGES TO THE 
PROMPT MAY 
RESULT IN 
SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES IN 
THE MODEL’S 
PREDICTIONS.

“A ::sculpture of Gian Lorenzo Bernini on the concept of emergence and neural networks baroque 
::marble ::https://s.mj.run/33g9Z5MrxhI” 
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Prompt
Engineering

We build prompts using Liquid a 
template language created by Shopify.



We need to set up a 
process that helps 
us with continuous 
iteration.

“

”
SEO
Idea

Review / 
Improve

Code/Data
Prompt

03 

01 02 

● We use the KG to analyze to 
evaluate prompts against a 
large set of examples. 

● We also use Google Search 
to evaluate the performance 
of the prompts. 
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Validation Rules
Fact-checking, Fixes and Validation
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AI Fixes
If the main keyword is missing…try fixing it
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3 Simple Rules 
for our Trachten project
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1 Valid & 1 Error 



@cyberandy

● Multiple batches: 500 variant and ~ 500 control. 
● Year-over-year Google Search Console performance 

is confirmed over time, across all batches.

How Do We Measure Success?

www.smxl.it



Knowledge Graphs 
are surprisingly 
important when 
building AI apps.

LLMs need a chain 
of reasoning steps 
and a context to 
improve their final 
response.“Joseph Weizenbaum with his chatbot Eliza skected by ::Leonardo Da 

Vinci ::scientific a knowledge graph in the background, Da Vinci 
drawings https://s.mj.run/U6-a-YZN4fQ --v 5.2” 

https://s.mj.run/U6-a-YZN4fQ
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The Hottest Party in SEO is 
Building Agents

Base
Language Model

1990-2022

Agent

NOW

Instruction tuned
Language Model

2022

www.smxl.it
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Can we boost organic 
traffic with AI Apps?
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33.900
Additional Organic Clicks

(since the beginning of this year on wordlift.io generated w/ AI Apps)



A Search Intent 
Optimization Tool 

● Helping SEOs evaluate 
the match between 
content and a search 
query 

● Based on how 
(presumibly) Bing 
works 

● An helpful AI Agent
● Check it out👇

wor.ai/search-intent-optim
ization

https://wor.ai/search-intent-optimization
https://wor.ai/search-intent-optimization
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The Hottest Party in SEO is 
Building Agents Communities of 

Agents

Base
Language 

Model Agent

Instruction 
tuned

Language 
Model

Multi
Agent

1990-2022 2022 2023 NOW

www.smxl.it



Where do we 
start?

● AI assistants by OpenAI

● AutoGen by Microsoft 

● SuperAGI (no coder)

● PromptPerfect by Jina AI

● Liny AI (no coder still beta)

● BabyAGI (GitHub)

● AutoGPT (GitHub)

● WebArena (Research)

Tools & Frameworks

https://platform.openai.com/docs/assistants/how-it-works
https://microsoft.github.io/autogen/docs/Getting-Started/
https://superagi.com/
https://promptperfect.jina.ai/agents
https://www.lindy.ai/
https://github.com/yoheinakajima/babyagi
https://github.com/Significant-Gravitas/AutoGPT
https://webarena.dev/


“https://s.mj.run/Yp5Y0HuWxus by the Italian painter Michelangelo Merisi da 
Caravaggio --v 4”

Learnings
1. We're in an era focused on abduction; 

adding logic and knowledge 
representation improves LLM/Agents 
accuracy.

2. A data fabric and a KG are essential 
for differentiating your content.

3. Fine-tuning is key. Long prompts are 
challenging and inefficient to scale.

4. Prioritize time for agent guardrails.
5. Stakeholders require explainability; 

KGs help with this.
6. A G-RAG enhances the reliability and 

trustworthiness of language apps.
7. Be mindful of cost, latency and 

security risks when deploying AI 
agents.

https://s.mj.run/Yp5Y0HuWxus
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Question 
Time!
🥨
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The product is a Dolce & Gabbana Leather 
Tote Bag. This timeless, luxurious tote 
bag is designed by Dolce & Gabbana. 
Crafted from high-quality, smooth black 
leather, the bag is characterized by its 
durability and elegance. It features a 
minimalistic design with a prominent 
'Dolce & Gabbana' logo on the front and is 
completed with an impressive metal buckle. 
The sleek design endows it with the 
versatility to complement a variety of 
outfits. The bag is categorized under 
"Totes" and is made mainly from leather.

Creating Product Descriptions from 
images (w/ a Multi-Agent)
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Knowledge-Intensive AI Applications for SEO

Knowledge Graph 
Data Interface for LLM app development

Foundation Models

Input: rich query 
description

Output: rich response with 
references, actions, etc

Shopping Assistant Blog Assistant Links Audit …


